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Dubai and Abu Dhabi Welcome TFT
I have just returned from a very exciting trip to Dubai, Abu Dhabi and 
then on to the UK.  Packing was difficult as I went from 100 degree 
weather in the UAE to 60 degrees in the UK.  But don’t they say “variety 
is the spice of life”.

The Dubai and Abu Dhabi audiences were very receptive to TFT and 
enjoyed participating in a demonstration with the Rosie Doll.  Many 
found relief from their traumas to headaches and other concerns 
during their practice sessions in class.

Optimal Health – 
Birmingham, UK
Our very international group of attendees 
in Birmingham also enjoyed immediate 
relief for many issues as well as relief for 
friends and family members during their VT 
sessions.  This included a few skeptics and 
Doubting Thomases.  The attendees came 
from several countries including Germany, 
Lithuania, Sweden, and the UK and fields such 
as homeopathy, NLP, University teaching, 
sports, mid wifery and energy medicine and 
medicine.

We introduced some of the newest protocols 
and invited our attendees to test them out 
and report back to us.  It is this level of training 
where we test and present new applications 

TFT News Bits and Presentations

the thought field

• From Trauma to Peace Screened at the 
Vail Film Festival March 26-29, 2015

• ACEP Conference May 28-31, 2015 will 
have multiple presentations by TFT 
practitioners

• Canadian Assoc. for Integrated & Energy 
Therapies (CAIET) – Oct. 5, 2015

• National Organization for Victim Assistance 
(NOVA) Conference, Aug. 20, 2015

• 20’th International Summit and Training 
on Violence, Abuse & Trauma (IVAT) – 
Aug. 22, 2015

• California Assoc. of Marriage & Family 
Therapists (CAMFT) – May, 2016 

Upcoming Events
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of TFT.  We also invite our VT and Adv level practitioners 
to share any new protocols or applications they come 
up with in their area of expertise.  

In this way we are continually growing and expanding 
TFT, in the spirit of its founder, Roger Callahan.

See what some of the participants said.

___________________________

Dear Chris..

My comments about the Optimal Health class itself 
and the whole process of healing and change since 
I decided to take the TFT Boot Camp training has 
been beyond words.

The introduction into being PR and testing for it 
and also full of toxins related to various issues has 
been the information that has been missing in all 
other trainings I have taken.  I have been course-
technique-holic since I started doing hypnosis in 
1975.  I had the chance to go to see Dr Callahan 
in the early 80’s but was put off by the Hypnosis 
mentor I was studying under.  If only I had followed 
my gut then..  we will never know.

I cannot praise the work of TFT highly enough and 
would recommend anyone to take training even if 
they have no intention of becoming a therapist.

Richard Love 

_________________________

Dear Chris, 

I am very satisfied with my training. Joanne is an excellent presenter, while Phyll and Howard 
were always there to help. Although I thought it would be very difficult material and to be honest 
had doubts how I would master it. But, everything went smooth and relatively easy. 

I am excited to have the ability to test myself finaly. This is an amazingly helpfull tool as solving 
my own issues not only helps me feel better but also allows me to monitor the process of therapy 
and thus understand my clients more. The therapy helped to remove a lack of confidence and I 
am glad to bring that new knowledge to Lithuania in order to make it a happier place.

Thank you very much. I wish all the best to Phyll and Howard and trust he will be well soon.

Sincerely, 

Rasa Židonienė

Optimal Health Birmingham, UK

Vail Film Festival March, 2015
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TFT TRAINING
Meet More Boot Camp and New 
Algorithm Trainers
Attending a training to advance your career or even change the direction of your career 
is a big decision.  It can be important to not only know what the material is but who is 
delivering it and what special skills and expertise they bring 
to the table.
Since we regularly send out announcements about our scheduled 
TFT trainings, I thought it would be important, and helpful, for you to 
be able to meet our highly trained and skillful trainers.  Each of these 
dedicated trainers bring their own set of skills and expertise to the 
standardized and proven TFT materials.  Most are published authors 
and speakers, and bring an integration of other tools like NLP, 
Homeopathy, massage, expertise in PTSD and work with veterans.  

I am continuing to include bios 
from our trainers, and announce 
our newest trainers.  
Our newest Boot Camp trainer 
is Jane Timcke in the UK.  
She brings homeopathy and 
NLP to the table with her and 
has hit the ground running – 
doing her first Algorithm training 
with a group on July the 4.  She 
already has articles coming out 
in registering bodies journals!!!  
And, she will be doing a talk at 
the next Guild meeting 10 May 
(Sunday).  She said her feet have 
not touched the ground since 
she completed her Optimal 
Health course last weekend.  
Watch for more exciting things 
from her.
One of our new Algorithm and 
Boot Camp trainers in Brazil, 
Fr. Sidnei Ferreira gave his first 
algorithm training this month 
and will be giving his first Boot 
Camp training on May 23-24, 
2015 in the St. Francis of Assisi 
parish in Parana.
We are also introducing our two 
new TFT Algorithm trainers, 

Marie Baty, in Brisbane, 
Australia.  She first studied 
TFT in March 2004 and found it 
turned her life around.  She has 
been using it in her massage 
practice since 2004, with great 
success.  She says, “Now it’s time 
for a new career as a trainer. I’m 
looking forward to it arms out 
stretched.”
We welcome Inshirah Kablawi 
as she presents her first 
Algorithm training in Ajam, UAE 
on May 11-13.  She completed 
her Optimal Health training 
two years ago in Birmingham, 
UK, and then joined me for the 
algorithm course I just gave in 
Dubai.  
This issue we are announcing 
some of the upcoming Boot 
Camps in the next few months, 
the first in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia 
with Basim Qudori, on May 7-9, 
2015.  Basim saved the day in 
Dubai when he provided the 
Arabic translations of some of 
the charts and handouts for the 
participants and was able to 
assist and answer questions in 
Arabic.  

Inshirah Kablawi,  
Algoithm Trainer , Dubai

Basim Qudori, Algorithm and  
Boot Camp trainer, Saudi Arabia

Fr. Sidnei Ferreira, Algorithm and  
Boot Camp trainer, Brazil
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Dr. Robert Bray has two upcoming USA Boot 
Camps, in Reston, VA and San Diego, CA.  He 
also is presenting our new one-day algorithm 
level trainings in San Diego on July 18, 2015 and 
a traditional two-day algorithm course in San 
Francisco on June 25-26, 2015.
Dr. Bob Bray is one of our longest Boot Camp, 
Diagnostic and Algorithm Level trainers.  Read 
more about him below.  You can attend one 
of his Boot Camps either on the West Coast in 
San Diego on June 13-14 or on the East Coast in 
Reston, VA on June 1-2, immediately following 
the ACEP conference.
Our trainers have all shared something about 
themselves, their expertise, and knowledge.  It 
is not just a job, it is their passion.  Meet them 
and see how much, above and beyond, they 
have to share with us.
Dr. Bray says, “I have spent the last 18 years 
of my life practicing and exploring the 
knowledge and skills of Callahan Techniques® 
Thought Field Therapy.  At my first exposure 
to TFT I was intrigued, fascinated, and excited 
by the possibilities in my Traumatic Stress 
Recovery work.  The more I learned, the more 
I explored, and the more I looked beyond my 
initial interest, the more excited I became.  
Today this excitement continues to sustain 
my professional and personal commitment to 
finding even more ways to use Dr. Callahan’s 
brilliant discoveries to end suffering.
Dr. Callahan taught me the protocols for 
effective treatment.  He taught me the means 

to measure the 
effectiveness of 
these treatments.  
He demonstrated 
every treatment as 
a specific test for its 
need.   He taught me 
his conceptual base 
and he encouraged 
me to challenge and 
explore these ideas.  
With this foundation 
I have found more 
success than I could 
have ever imagined when I took that first 
workshop.
I feel an obligation and responsibility to share 
this foundation of  fundamental  knowledge 
and skill as a trainer of Callahan Techniques® 
Thought Field Therapy.  In my workshops the 
first objective is always understanding and 
using the treatment protocols.  The second is 
gaining a conceptual base needed to inform 
movement from simple to more complex help.  
The third objective is to finds ways to apply TFT 
to professional and personal goals. With a solid 
grounding in CTTFT you will safely explore in 
your own way. 
In both the new One Day Algorithm Workshop 
and the two day Boot Camp I also share my 
own experiences using TFT to help myself and 
others. I love to share what I have built upon 
Dr. Callahan’s foundation.” - Robert L Bray, 
PhD, LCSW, TFT-VT

Dr. Robert Bray

Callahan Techniques, Ltd. • PO Box 1220, La Quinta, California 92247 • www.RogerCallahan.com

44NEW: The Fast Track to an Awakened Mind

http://rogercallahan.com/awakening-class/
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From typing to 
tapping…..

It began back in the 1980’s. We were living in North London. My wife Alex 
was receiving cello lessons from Rosemary Wiseman. One spring day in 1985, 
Rosemary and her husband Lawrence had invited us to lunch with them. 
Knowing that I wrote books and magazine articles, they mentioned that they 
had an ageing grandmother, in her nineties, with many personal memories of 
the family. Would I be interested in interviewing Bessie Marks with a view to 
“ghosting” her autobiography? 

As I was a little busy with another book at the time, 
I had suggested they buy a tape-recorder and get 
their respected relative to dictate her memories. 
Some months later, Rosemary told me that they now 
had some 20 “Granny Tapes”. I then suggested they 
employ a secretary to transcribe them and then to 
sort them out into decades – the 1930’s, the 1950’s 
etc. Some months later, they told me that this had 
been done and then looked at me intently…

I only met Bessie Marks once, but during the next 
few months, I attempted to step into the mind of 
a Jewish woman who had suffered a great deal in 
her life, including losing family in the Holocaust, and 
wrote up her story. Once finished, we found a printer 
and presented him with the manuscript and family 
photos of what we had called  ‘An Open Mind’ (Psalm 
119, 99 “I have learned the lessons of life from many 
sources”  - The Autobiography of Bessie Marks (née 
Meek).” Based on the “Granny Tapes”.  

The slim dark blue volume of only 157 pages was just 
being bound when Bessie died in June 1988. I was 
invited to attend her stone-setting. Wearing a kipa 
and standing among the other men, I must have 
been the only goyim in the Synagogue, when the 
rabbi said “Bessie Marks is no longer, but we have 
something unique and very special to remember her 
by thanks to our friend Kevin.” I was very touched. 

At the reception afterwards, I autographed books 
for members of the family and they autographed 
my copy. It really should have been Bessie who did 
the signing.

In 1992, Alex and I, with our two children, left England 
and took up residence in a small village outside 
Bordeaux in Southern France, where we have been 
ever since. Inevitably, we lost contact with many 
people whom we had known in London: including 
Rosemary and Laurence. 

Then one day, out of the blue, I received an email 
from Rosemary inviting me to help her write up her 
own book. In our subsequent phone call, she told me 
that writing a book had been a childhood ambition. 
She had been toying with it for some years, making 
notes and doing doodles. Recalling her granny’s 
autobiography, she thought of me again. But where 
was I? Thanks to social networking, we were soon in 
touch. We began at the beginning of 2014.

I must confess that when I first heard about TFT, 
it seemed a somewhat simplistic way to eliminate 
traumas and pains. But one day, with Rosemary’s 
notes and watching a YouTube demonstration 
by Dr Mary Cowley, I decided to try it out on an 
ongoing personal anxiety. I should explain that, 
since the 1960’s I had been subject to irregular 
bouts of nervous depression – for which I had been 
prescribed the medications of the time – Librium, 
Prozac etc. and anti-anxiety and sleeping pills. 

To my delighted surprise, my own tapping had 
eliminated that anxiety in less than ten minutes! 
Following guidance via “live” Skype by Rosemary, I 
tried it out on others problems, longstanding and 
immediate, only to find them disappearing, one 
by one, like the skins of an onion or like emptying 

Kevin Desmond
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a barrel. To mention but a few – my recurring fear 
of rejection going back to my childhood, my fear 
(at over sixty) of death; my fear of the doctor’s and 
dentist’s surgery; my fear as a writer of not meeting 
my deadlines; my impatience; I even found that I had 
an anxiety for the absence of a longstanding anxiety. 
I tapped for this and it too disappeared! 

Perhaps most relevant to Rosemary’s book is that 
I sing tenor in an amateur choir here in Bordeaux, 
taking on such technical challenges as Brahms 
“German Requiem” and Dvorak’s “Stabat Mater”. To 
my delight I discovered that tapping has helped with 
eliminating any anxieties I may have had over the 
difficulties of these works, either in choir practise or 
before a performance. 

Once I realised that I could, by using the various 
algorithms, eliminate any anxiety, longstanding or 
immediate, I felt I had to share it with my friends, 
near and far. This is where I learned a number of 
very deeply human aspects which resist the simply 
powerful efficiency of TFT. 

Firstly, I discovered how some people simply do not 
want to let go of their accumulated toxins of anxiety, 
believing that these are the very hallmarks of their 
individuality. Without them, mourning, or physical 
disabilities, they are ordinary.  Secondly, many people 
feel that they must pay financially to be healed – pay 
the doctor, pay the psychiatrist, pay the pharmacist 
– and that a system that is free, simply cannot work. 
But then were not the wise words spoken by the 
Prophets initially free for all?

If one takes any religious denomination, is the 
donation of money a way to Heaven? Look at the 
larger mosques and temples and cathedrals. To 
approach the Divinity, during one’s brief lifetime 
on this beautiful Planet, must one really follow the 
paths of suffering – from daily confession of sins to 
the painful extremes of self-harming? TFT says that 
suffering is not necessary to a full life. Arguably is not 
TFT, the tapping of fingers, another gift from G-d? 

Dany had been looking after her aged mother, day 
in night out. I showed her the TFT algorithm, she 
told me that her SUD was 11, we did a couple of 
holons and a PR on the side of the hand. When I 
asked her about her SUD she would not tell me, but 
smiling admitted that “ce n’est plus à onze!” (= it’s 
no longer 11!)” 

Dominique sings solo in her local choirs and also 
teaches English. When she came to visit us, she was 
impressed by the change in my behaviour – calmer 
and more positive. I introduced her to TFT. Several 
weeks later she emailed me “Kevin, Marion and I 
tried the tapping thing. Sometimes it works, sure it 
soothes us most part of the time, but we still can’t 
perform an easy sleep when we’re too stressed. We 
have to work on it still. Thanks a lot anyway.”

Gordon, my sixty-year-old bachelor friend, has a 
long history of psychological disturbance. I sent him 
emails and YouTube links. He is gradually learning 
how it helps.

Michelle visited us, the day her father died. She 
was anxious about her extreme feelings during the 
funeral service. We tapped – and her SUD lowered 
from 8 to 6 to 4 to 2 When I asked her how it went, 
she said “sans inquietude” = without anxiety.”

But back to this remarkable book. Encouraged by 
her family, particularly her mother Josie, her patient 
husband Laurence and her IT adviser son David, 
Rosemary began to write and, with my supervision, 
painstakingly revise paragraph by paragraph of the 
book you are holding between your fingers: Music 
All the Way (MAW). Yes we have had our DLW literary 
problems; tapping has even helped that as well! Visit 
Rosemary’s web site:  www.RosemaryWiseman.com

As an historian and sometimes fiction writer, I have 
often wondered what the History of the World 
might have been if tapping had been discovered and 
passed on by ancient civilisations…..What Art might 
have been if suffering composers such as Chopin, 
and painters such as Van Gogh had been able to 
tap….maybe your readers can inform me about this!

Just to say that it has been a pleasure working with 
Rosemary on this book and I join her in hoping that 
all those music teachers, students and performers 
around the world who read it will derive full positive 
benefit from it. 

Thank you Rosemary. Thank you Roger.

Kevin Desmond 
desmond.book@wanadoo.fr 
Bordeaux, FRANCE
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I had my laptop nearby and asked my client to 
focus on it to help her tune into the thought 
field and bring up her resistance. I noticed she 
seemed agitated, flustered, and fearful, almost 
as if she was backed into a corner. I quickly 
diagnosed a protocol for her to be over her fear 
and anxiousness, moving through the various TFT 
diagnostic statement levels. 
As I continued with diagnostics I observed my 
client move through a variety of limiting stories 
and beliefs (e.g. “I’m not good enough”, “I’m not 
worthy of love”, “I should be doing more”, etc.). 
At one point she seemed to be getting even more 
distressed as we approached the root cause. 
What was interesting is that this seemingly basic 
treatment of a phobia was unraveling layers of 
suppressed emotions and memories that, once 
addressed, allowed my client to experience a 
more expanded state of love, bliss, playfulness, 
and wholeness. Per her words, the TFT session 
brought her “…from a contacted feeling of fear, 
stress and self-doubt to an expansive state of love, 
self acceptance and abundance.” 
In addition to the new freedom and enthusiasm 
my client felt towards working on her computer 
and her online business, she also reported a shift 
to increased trust, presence and ease: “The huge 
financial and lifestyle goals I had set for myself 
for the new year suddenly felt terrifying and 
far out of reach. Julie got right to the root of my 

fears and lovingly guided me to a greater present 
moment awareness and bliss. She targeted my 
areas of resistance with laser focus and the fear, 
contraction and panic I was feeling dissolved 
within 30 minutes. I felt the tightness in my chest 
and the voices of self-doubt melt away and make 
way for an empowered, confidant, trusting feeling 
of relaxation and acceptance. Her session broke 
down my barriers to abundance and really brought 
me into my natural flow and my knowledge that I 
can achieve all my desires with ease.
She brought me back into a state of trusting myself 
and trusting the universe.”
In this session my client’s fear and anxiety were 
eliminated with TFT and she palpably shifted 
from a state of contraction to expansion, love, 
abundance, and bliss. What’s even more important 
is that I continue to hear reports from her on 
how she is happily working on her computer and 
enthusiastically moving forward with her online 
business. 
I feel deep appreciation for this effective 
healing technique, for Dr. Roger Callahan for his 
development of it, and for Joanne Callahan for 
her continued work in sharing this and increasing 
peace in the world. 
Julie Cowley, TFT-ADV Practitioner & Certified 
Synchronicity High-Tech Meditation Teacher, 
juliecowley@tapintonow.com

I continue to be amazed by the beneficial results Thought Field Therapy (TFT) 
provides to my clients. Over the past several months I’ve been noticing a 
significant shift in my clients’ self-awareness and consciousness, in which 
they move from a contracted state of being to a more expanded state. As 
an intuitive person, I, too, sense this shift from fragmentation to wholeness, 
from fear and limitation to love and ease.
The following case study demonstrates such a shift in consciousness:
In a recent session I observed a client go from an anxious and fearful state to 
joy and bliss. It was palpable for both of us. She was buzzing with happiness 
by the end of it.
My client’s first goal was to be over her fear of her computer and the 
overwhelm she felt while thinking about what she needed to do in order 
to get her website up and running. In addition, she had had some past 
experiences with her computer not functioning properly and was fearful about 
this happening again. 

From Contraction and Fear to Expansive Bliss

NEW APPROACHES

Julie Cowley
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I’ve dealt with these conditions for over twenty-four 
years now.
Prior to my catastrophic injury, I felt I had finally 
successfully melded the evolution of the body, the 
mind, and the spirit within the tenets of personal 
wellness. I felt so free, so tireless, so full of energy, so 
full of joy. I slept just two hours a night and enjoyed 
working with my clients consistently from my start-
ups at 3:45 a.m. to my finals at 12:30 a.m. every day 
for ten years. My diet, my supplementation regimen, 
my exercise parameters, my mindfulness; everything 
clicked. 
In a split second the living dream screeched to a halt 
and months of rehabilitation still never prepared 
me for the long road back to some semblance of 
normalcy. 
Nevertheless, my take-away from this life lesson, was 
to truly appreciate personal wellness and how truly 
fundamentally it is to every single one of us. We are 
all given wonderfully unique gifts, and in most cases, 
all housed in this miracle union of mind, body, and 
spirit. Yet, through ignorance, apathy, neglect, greed, 
and laziness, most of us denigrate this holiest of 
temples. As a result, chronic disease and its cohorts, 
the ravages of premature aging, are the leading 
causes of morbidity and mortality in both emerging 
and modern nations today! Annually, the cost to the 
United States alone, exceeds a trillion dollars and 

there’s no ceiling in sight.
My dissertation focus is to change all that. With 
a research-based and backed personal wellness 
primer, my passion is to motivate the public to 
spend just one hour a day immersed in a mind, body, 
and spiritual health program that will enhance the 
quality of life while potentially extending its longevity 
as well. 
Guess what? TFT will definitely be a part of this 
program!
As I learned the rudiments of the technique, Dr. Jenny 
perceived the depth of my problems and stepped 
me through my specific holons with the focus and 
patience of a true healthcare mentor. The resulting 
changes are dramatic. I feel better every day as I 
practice my full sequence of tapping. My original HRV 
tested an 11.5! I was doomed. Now, each day, I feel 
stronger, more energized, focused, and I think, I’m 
even starting to smile more often, and, from deeper 
within my very being.
Thank you Dr. Callahan. Thank you Joanne. And, 
thank you Dr. Jenny Edwards for introducing me to 
this wonderful wellness tool and blessing me with 
my very special treatment protocol. I will eternally 
spread the vision.
Jim Ptak

As a Fielding Graduate University student, the subject heading is the title 
to my dissertation. Because of my interest in this topic, my professor, 
Dr. Jenny Edwards, recommended the TFT Boot Camp in Denver. I knew 
nothing about TFT but trusted the glowing report that Jenny provided as 
impetus to engage the training.
I was not disappointed.
As a disabled Vietnam veteran, paralyzed from the upper chest down, 
without feeling or sensation below the injury site, and with additional nerve 
damage to my right shoulder, I am constantly plagued by the physical 
discomfort, the varying pain levels, and the associated depressive episodes 
I endlessly endure.

Personal Wellness Enhances Scholarship
NEW APPROACHES

http://www.rogercallahan.com/wellbeing-retreat/
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ADDITIONAL TFT HELP
Personalized 30-Minute TFT Tapping Sessions.
An easy and affordable way to get private help. We’ve set aside a 
limited number of sessions to work privately with those who want  
to get a highly focused 30-minute consultation.  In this private  
session, Joanne Callahan will lead you through the individual  
tapping sequences for your specific challenge or problems.

This is a great opportunity to work with the co-developer  
of TFT on a one-on-one basis, to get your personal tapping  
sequence that you’ll be able to rely on for long-term relief. 

Click here for more details.

Boot Camp Home Study - On Sale Now! 
Our Advanced Home Study Course: 
The Easiest Way To Learn To Help Others Using Thought Field Therapy®
The TFT Boot Camp Home Study is  for those wanting to experiencing the  
training given at the live Boot Camp event, but can’t make the time to travel  
to a Boot Camp. (To get certification TFT-Dx you’ll need to attend a live event.) 
Our ALL NEW TFT BOOT CAMP HOME STUDY takes the best of each level  
of TFT and puts it all together into one comprehensive program you can  
learn at home.
Get more details here.  Now available in Spanish and Portuguese - click here.

TFT TRAINING

Official Thought Field Therapy®  
Online Algorithm Course
Now you can take the “live” TFT Algorithm training 
course online! It’s an eight part audio-class with work-
book, manual and more… PLUS you can also get  
certified as a TFT-Algo practitioner.
Join Roger and Joanne Callahan in this online training 
and discover the power of TFT Tapping.
Click here for more details... On Sale Now!

http://www.rogercallahan.com/boot-camp/
http://www.rogercallahan.com/specials.php
http://www.tappingtherapy.com/elearning/tft-algorith-course/
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The Boot Camp combines the basics of TFT-Algo 
and the full TFT-Dx training into an intensive  
2-day course, saving you both time and money.

This Boot Camp is hands-on training, practice and live demonstrations.  
Attendees have the chance to work on personal issues and many experience 
resolution of these issues during the weekend. Attendees receive all  the  
materials included in the Diagnostic Training. This material allows you to  
diagnose and determine the precise sequence of tapping required to  
quickly help most psychological problems and daily stresses.  CE’s available.

www.RogerCallahan.com/bootcamp

Join Us At A TFT Boot Camp Near You

“I have heard so much about the power 
of TFT and want to be able to add it to 
my practice, but I don’t have the time 
or need to learn all the levels of training 
and comprehensive theory. Can’t you 
just give me the most effective tools to 
add to my practice.”

I would like to thank you for a life-
changing weekend! Since I learned 
my first algorithm my life was never 
the same! Now I can’t imagine living 
the rest of my life without TFT! Your  
instruction and guidance is very much 
appreciated! I’m proud to have joined 
such a wonderful organization and I 
do believe we will change many more 
lives together!  Marjorie Alayon

Submission Information:
We publish the newsletter six times per year. Articles for 
submission can be sent to:  
Joanne Callahan  
PO Box 1220 La Quinta, California 92247  
or  by email to info@tftrx.com

http://www.rogercallahan.com/boot-camp/



